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dumo will automatically show the most updated
drivers for your pc while you are in the middle of

updating another. it will even search for the
required device drivers while updating your
existing drivers to ensure they are the latest
ones. dumo is the best solution for those who
care about their pc system performance. just

install dumo once and youll never need another
software tool again. its clean and easy to use. it

shows the name of the driver, version,
installation date, version numbers and kb site

for each individual driver. it also provides
detailed and categorized reports for a visual

overview of your system hardware and software
status. dumo helps you find and install the
latest drivers. the windows 7 drivers are
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downloaded from the microsoft website. dumo
will automatically show the most updated

drivers for your pc while you are in the middle of
updating another. pro(s): with this software, you

can easily gather any relevant information
about your pc and can even schedule automatic
updates for each of your devices. besides this, it
will also install the correct drivers automatically
for your pc, which makes it a must-have solution

for your pc. this amazing software monitors
windows components, such as the motherboard,

hard disk, cd-rom and dvd-rom drives, usb
devices, sound and video cards, network

adapter, and processor. while monitoring these
components, it updates the outdated hardware
drivers installed on them. using this amazing
software, you can get a detailed diagnosis of

your system. the software gives you information
about the hardware configurations, such as cpu
speed, the installed bios version, and ram size.
this information will help you know whether you
need to update the drivers of your components.
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after reading this article, you might find yourself
confused with the different driver-update

services available. this is just one of the many
headache-inducing issues that you can get rid

of. driverpack solution solves all of them on one
platform. it is a total package that not only fixes

your outdated drivers, but also offers many
other features like automatic backup, scheduled
scanning, free downloads, and much more. so,

whether you need a drivers fix for your
windows, os x, or linux, this software is not only

an inexpensive option but also a time-saver.
pro(s): works on windows xp, windows 8,

windows 7, and all derivatives offers a multi-
touch option to prevent driver loss automatically

identifies outdated and missing device drivers
on your system automatically backs up your

drivers before updating them con(s): no internet
connection is required to download drivers no

free version is available download: free, $29.95
14. driver talent driver talent is designed to be

easier than other driver-update programs. it
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scans your system automatically and lets you
choose the drivers to be updated. you can even

cancel the scan whenever you want. it also
updates every single one of your drivers in one
go. if you have several pcs and want to update
their drivers from a single tool, driver talent is

for you. you need an internet connection just to
start and one to complete the operation. overall,
driver talent is an intuitive and quick-to-use tool
that makes updating your drivers a breeze. the
website doesnt even give any information about
the number of updates it supports for windows

and what devices it supports. moreover, you can
only download the drivers from their website.
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